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THE EMPIRICAL DISCOVERY OF PHYLOGENETIC
INVARIANTS
V. FERRETTI*AND
D. SANKOFF,* Universit6 de Montrcal

Abstract
An invariant4 of a tree T undera k-state Markovmodel, wherethe time parameter
is identifiedwith the edges of T, allowsus to recognizewhetherdata on N observed
species can be associatedwith the N terminalvertices of T in the sense of having
been generatedon T ratherthan on any other tree with N terminals.The invariance
is with respect to the (time) lengths associated with the edges of the tree. We
proposea generalmethodof findinginvariantsof a parametrizedfunctionalform. It
involves calculatiingthe probabilityf of all kN data possibilities for each of m
edge-length configurationsof T, then solving for the parametersusing the m
equationsof form Q(f) = 0. We apply this to the case of quadraticinvariantsfor
unrootedbinarytrees with four terminals,for all k, using the Jukes-Cantortype of
Markov matrix. We report partial results on finding the smallest algebraically
independentset of invariants.
EVOLUTION; PHYLOGENY; DNA SEQUENCES; SYMBOLIC COMPUTING
AMS 1991 SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: PRIMARY 92D15
SECONDARY 60J27, 68Q40

1. Introduction
The phylogeny,or 'evolutionarytree', of N observed species is modeled in terms
of a tree T where each of the N terminal vertices is associated with one of these
species, where each non-terminalvertex representsan idealized speciation eventtwo or more populations of a species each taking on the status of independent
species themselves-and where each edge XY of the tree is assigned a length
correspondingto the time elapsed between the speciation or observation events
representedby verticesX and Y. The problemof phylogeneticinferenceis to infer T
given comparativedata on the N species. One approachto this problemis to assume
that the data are generated by a stochastic process with a generalized time
parameterconsistingof the set of line segmentsassociatedwith the edges of T, and
to apply statisticalmethods to estimate both the branchingstructureof T and the
associatededge lengths. This approach,which contraststo a greateror lesser extent
to the relatively 'model-free' methodologies of both the phenetic and cladistic
schools of numericaltaxonomy, has become increasinglyrelevant in recent years
with the proliferation of data sets containing N comparable DNA or protein
sequences, one from each species. These long sequences can be aligned so that the
Received6 April 1992.
* Postal address for both authors:Centre de recherches
math6matiques,Universit6 de Montreal,
C.P.6128Succursale"A", Montr6al,CanadaH3C 3J7.
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N-tuple of terms at each of the n sequence positions can be treated as an
observationof a single sample path of the process at the N terminalvertices of T,
and the n differentpositions can be treated as n independentsamples of the same
stochastic process, though this latter assumption is not always justified, strictly
speaking. The observed frequenciesof all possible N-tuples become the basic data
for phylogeneticinference.
The most rigorous approach to the inference problem is based on maximum
likelihood. This is computationallycumbersome. Not only does the branching
structureof T need to be reconstructedor estimated, so that the complexityof the
problemis inherentlyexponentialin N, but each candidatetree tested must also be
optimized simultaneouslywith respect to all edge lengths. Moreover it is the
correctnessof the branchingstructure-the 'topology'-which is often of primary
interest in biological studies, while the accuracy of the edge lengths, though
important,is a secondaryconsideration.The full maximumlikelihood solution does
not take this priorityinto account-it necessarilytrades off topological correctness
for precisionin length estimation, and vice versa. Both these considerationslead to
the question of whether it would be possible to estimate T more correctly by
sacrificingthe accuracyof the edge-lengthestimations.
A way of doing this is through the use of phylogenetic invariants, a concept
introducedby Cavenderand Felsenstein(1987) and Lake (1987), (1988). The idea is
to finda functionQT of the data and the tree topology T whichis predicted-in terms
of the stochasticprocess hypothesizedto have generated the data-to be invariant
(e.g. identicallyequal to zero) with respect to edge lengthfor the correcttree, but is
sensitive to edge length (and tends to be remote from the invariantvalue) for all

other trees, U, V, - - - . Then by evaluating the functions QT, Q,

v,,

- - - on a

given data set, only one should take on the predicted invariantvalue, namely the
function associatedwith the tree that generatedthe data, so that this tree can thus
be identified.
In this paper we propose a general technique for findingall invariantsof a given
functionalform, e.g. linear in the N-tuple frequencies, quadratic,etc. There is an
essentially heuristic and random component in the methodology itself, but it is
theoreticallyguaranteed,with probability1, to solve the problem completely. We
cannot as yet solve the complementaryproblem, that of finding a minimal set of
invariantsof a given form, but our method allows us to make considerableprogress
on this as well. In this presentation, we derive invariantsas functions of N-tuple
probabilities, and do not treat the statistical problem of evaluating them on
observedN-tuple frequencies.We apply our method to the case N = 4.
2. Background
In a phylogenetic tree, one non-terminal vertex is sometimes distinguished-the
root, or common ancestor of all the species.
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Figure 1. The three unrooted binary trees on four species

In the case of 'binary'trees the vertices are constrainedto be of degree 1 (the
terminal vertices), degree 2 (the root, if there is one), or degree 3 (all other
non-terminalvertices). Figure 1 illustratesthe three unrootedbinarytrees with four
terminalverticesassociatedwith speciesA, B, C and D. Since the root can be added
on to any edge, the number of different rooted binary trees with four terminal
vertices is 3 x 5 = 15.

The state space of the processwhich generatesthe data is {1, --, k}. The easiest
case to investigateis k = 2, while k = 4 is necessaryto model evolution at the DNA
level, and k = 20 for proteins. Lake (1987) found invariantlinear combinationsof
predicted4-tuple frequencies at the four terminal nodes of the trees in Figure 1,
using a four-stateprocesswith two-parameterMarkovgenerator:
a
b
b
(-a - 2b)
a
b
b

(-a

- 2b)
b
b

b
b
a
(-a - 2b)
a
(-a - 2b)

(the Kimura (1980) model). Similarly Cavender and Felsenstein (1987) found
quadraticinvariantfunctions of predicted 4-tuple frequencies at the four terminal
nodes of the trees in Figure 1, using a two-stateprocesswith generator:
a

-a)

Drolet and Sankoff(1990) extendedthe Cavenderand Felsensteinresultsfrom k = 2
to arbitraryk, findinggeneral forms for quadraticinvariantswhen the generatorhas
the form:
(1 -k)a

a...a
...

a (1- k)a aa
a---a

(1-k)a

(generalizationof the Jukes-Cantor (1969) model). Fu and Li (1992a) showed
necessary conditions on Markov models for them to admit quadraticinvariants.
Sankoff(1990) applied the Cavenderand Felsenstein method to obtain polynomial
invariantsfor trees of arbitrarysize, and defined more useful invariantsfor single
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edges in such trees, for any symmetric generator. Cavender (1989) provided a
complete solution for the problem of linear invariantsfor k =4 and four species,
generalizingthe generatorto:
(-a - 2b)

a

b

b

c
p
r

(-c - 2d)

d
(-q - 2p)
s

d

p
r

q
(-s - 2r)

where a + b = c + d and s + r = p + q, and providing an algorithm for extending the

results to larger trees. Fu and Li (1992b) have also studied linear invariantsfor
general models.
3. General method
We denote by f the probabilitydistributionof N-tuples for a given tree T and a
given stochastic process. We wish to find all invariants D having a specific
parametricform
(D= (I(f, a),

(1)

where a represents a vector of parameters. The problem becomes that of
determiningall acfor which the function in (1) is invariant,i.e. identicallyequal to
zero.
Since QDis to be invariantwith edge-length, we simply choose m sets of edge
lengths for T at random, calculate explicitly the distributionf(i) for each set,
1- i - m, and set up the system:
a (f(l), a) = 0

(2)
D(f(m), a) = 0

The set of invariantshaving the form QDis necessarily contained in the set of
non-trivialsolutionsof this system.
4. Quadraticinvariantsfor the Jukes-Cantor model
Consider the binary tree with topology T1 illustrated in Figure 2. The four
terminalverticeslabelledA, B, C and D representfour observedorganismswhile E

S

E F
cD
Figure2
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and F representtwo unknownancestralorganisms.A line segment of positive length
IXYIrepresentingtime elapsed is associatedwith each edge XY.
For an evolutionarymodel a, we generalizethat of Jukes and Cantor(1969) to an
arbitrarynumberof states. It is characterizedby the following:
* the state space a = {1, - , k}.
* some point p on any edge SU of the tree is consideredto be the 'root'. We may
replaceSU by two edges Sp and pU where ISpI+ IpUl= ISUI.Time is measuredin
terms of distance along the edges from p. At p, the probabilitythat the process
takes on any value i Ea is P(?0 = i) = 1/k.

* changesof state occur accordingto a continuous-timeMarkovprocessindependently along each edge. The process thus evolves first along the edges pS and pU.
Then for any edge UV coincidentwith pU, suppose gu = j is the value of the process
at the commonvertex U. Then the initial value for the process on UV is ?u = j, and
so on, and analogouslyfor the part of the tree adjacentto pS.
* associatedwith each branchXY is a k x k MarkovmatrixMxy = (1 - kAxy)I +
AxJ, where, without loss of generality, we may take Axy = (1 - exp (-IXYI))/k.
This is the transitionmatrix on a, Mxy(i,j) representingP(y =j I x = i). Note
that the M, being proportionalto equicorrelationmatrices(cf. Mardiaet al. (1979),
pp. 461-462), form a closed set under multiplication,so that if p is on SU, for
example,
Msu(x, y) = Mos(r, x)Mpu(r, y)

(3)

is also of this form, where ISUI= IpSI+ IpUI.
The designation of a root on some edge is strictly a convenience for the
mathematicaldescriptionof the model, and changingits position does not affect the
natureor probabilitiesof the sample paths of the process. Indeed, at any point t on
any edge, the probabilitythat the processtakes on any value i Ea is P(?, = i) = 1/k.
Recall that while a is given and ?x may be observed at all terminalsa, ? at other
verticesor at other points along the tree edges is not known. The lengths IXYIare
also unknown,and even T,1is only a hypothesizedtree topology.
The spectrumfof the model (Lake (1988)) may be calculatedassumingT, is true
as follows: for each a,b,c and d E a,
(4)

f (a, b, c, d)= (1/k)

MAE(a, i)MBE(b, i)MEF(i, j)MFC(j, c)MFD(j,

d).

i,j/E

Note thatf(a, b, c, d) representsthe probabilitythat a, b, c and d are the observed
values of ? at A, B, C and D, respectively.The observed frequencydistributionof
f, based on long sequences of DNA, RNA or protein in the four organismsunder
study, can thus be used to estimate f. Since f depends on the unknown IXYI,
however, direct comparison (i.e. without estimating edge lengths) between the
estimated and predicted f is not available to test the hypothesis T1. The method of
invariants, to which this paper is a contribution, aims to test this sort of hypothesis
without reference to the unknown edge lengths, using only the spectrum f.
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The symmetries in the model ensure that among the 44= 256 functions
f (a, b, c, d), many are constrainedto be equal to each other, e.g. f(1, 1, 1, 2) =
f(2, 2, 2, 1), f(1, 2, 2, 1) =f(2, 1, 1, 2), and so on. It will be simpler to treat only
one representativefrom each of the 15 classes (k >-4) in the partitioninduced by
this equality,which we denote as follows:
fo = 1 f(a, a, a, a)

a,b,cEO

Y f(a,a,a,b)
fl=
f2=

a,b

f (a, a, b, c)

f8=

aEa

E

f9=

o

f(a, a, b, a) fio=

E
a,b E

f(a,b,a,c)

a,b,cEO

f(a, b, c, a)
a,b,cEO

f3= 1: f(a, a, b, b) fl,=
a,b o

1:

f(a, b, c, c)

a,b,cEO

(5)
f4= >
a,b

f5==

o

f(a, b, a, b) f13=

a,b E

f6=
a,b

f(a, b, a, a) fA2=

o

f(a, b, b, a)

f(a, b, c, b)
a,b,cE

f(a, b, b, c)

E
a,b,CEO

f14=

E

f(a, b, c, d).

a,b,c,dEo

f7= 1E f(a, b, b, b).
a,b

Note that in (5), Ef = 1. If the size of the state space a is k = 2, there are only eight
classes, for k = 3 there are 14.
We may now proceed to apply our general method to find all quadraticinvariants
for T1.In this case, the functionalform Q in (1) is
(6)

d(f, o)

=

>
E
isje[O, 14]

ilfiifj.

Given the tree T1with a 5-tuple L of positive lengths assignedto the five edges, we
can calculatethe spectrumfusing (4), so that (6) becomes a linear functionof ac.If

we repeat this m times, i.e. with 5-tuples L(1), - - - , L(m), producing spectra

,f(m), respectively,then (2) becomes a homogeneouslinear system in the
.-.
with numerically known coefficients
1 i j 120; 1 h m:

f(1),
a;i,
(7)

fi(h)fJ(h),
Ga = 0,

-

-

where G is the m x 120 matrix with elements ghn,,=f(h)fj(h),

-

where aui;is the nth
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component of ar. The set of solutions, which determines the set of quadratic
invariants if m is large enough and if the m length 5-tuples are chosen in an
appropriate manner, constitutes Ker (G), the kernel of the matrix G. This is a
vector subspace of dimension equal to 120 - rank (G) for which the simplest basis is
a set of vectors expressing the linear dependences existing among the columns of G.

5. Computationalconsiderations
The 'empirical' aspect of our method lies in the use of computers to calculate a. But
this does not mean that once we have thus discovered a candidate invariant, its
status remains uncertain. On the contrary, its status can be confirmed rigorously,
especially if the components of a are integers or rationals.
The key to the choice of the m-length 5-tuples is to ensure that there are no extra
solutions to (7) because of accidental dependences among its columns. This can be
ensured by making m as large as feasible so that any accident must be an extremely
improbable multiple coincidence, and by choosing random positive lengths, so that
the set of such accidents has measure zero. In practice, of course, with pseudorandom generators this cannot be assured, but this is of no mathematical importance
since spurious invariants are, as we shall see, easily detected and discarded. As we
shall also see, however, it is of practical importance to keep the number of
candidate invariants as small as possible.
Since G is a real matrix, the precise solution of (7), and of the larger problems of
this sort we encounter with our method, become computationally cumbersome. It is
easier to embed (7) in a multiple regression problem

(8)

Ga = 0 + E,

where each row of G is an observation of the 120 independent regressor variables
and 0 contains the values (all zero) of the dependent variable. We can then be sure
that our estimate of a has good properties. Given that the important parameter in
this problem is rank (G), and that there are only 120 columns, it is unnecessary to
take m > 120.

6. Results
Solving (8) with m = 120, we found rank (G) = 81, for state spaces a of size
k =4, -.., 20, so that the basis of the subspace Ker (G) contains 39 elements.
Among the invariants thus determined, 18 could be factored as f, x L, for some i,
0 _ i S 14, where L is a linear function of the spectrum f. Since the f, are non-zero,
the two linear invariants (cf. Felsenstein (1991)) of the tree T1 under the
Jukes-Cantor model are byproducts of our search for quadratic invariants. Another
11 of the 39 invariants could be discarded as being of the form f x L + Q, where Q
is also a quadratic invariant. Comparing the sets of invariants remaining for each k
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of phylogenetic
examined, we found that these sets could all be written in the following form:
L, = [k - 31(f + f12 - [k - 2]f5)

-f14

L2 = [k - 31(f?o
+fl3 - [k - 2]f6)-f14
= [k - 2]([k - 1]fof6+f +f339 12

Qa

f7

- ff4

- [k - 3]f3f5) -f8fl

([k - 1]fo-f3)(f6 - f) + (f, - f2)(f4 - f7)
Q3 = ([k - 1fo- f3)(flo-f1 ) + (f1 -f2)([k - 2]f4-f,,)
Q2 =

(9)

Q4 = [k - 2]([k - lifo -f)(f12
Q5 = [k - 2]([k - 1]fo

- [k - 2]f5) + ([k - 2]f4 -f11)([k - 2]f, -f8)
- [k - 2]f5) + ([k - 2]f7 -ff1)([k - 2]f2 -f8)

-f3)(f9
6 = (fil - [k - 2]f4)(f9- f13) + [k - 2]([k - 2]f =
+ ([k - 2]f2- f8)(f6 - f5)
Q7 (f -1 )(fo - f12)

f12)(f4

-

f7)

(fl - [k - 2]f4)(f6- f5) + (f4 - f7)(fo - f9)
Q9 = [k - 2](f, -f2)([k - 2]fs- f12) + ([k 2]f1-f8)(fo- f9)
Qlo= [k- 21(f6- f5)([k- 2]f - f12) + (f10-f9)(f 13- ).
Q8 =

7. Removing algebraicdependence
Because of how they were derived, the polynomials in (9) are linearly independent,
i.e. for any quadratic equation of the form

(10)

C AJLI+ iE

iE[O, 14]

>

[0,14]

BifL2+ jE[O,10]

Cjj=O

=C=0
Ai= Bi

for all i, 0 i 14, for all j, 1 5 j -<10 and for all probability distributions
f = (fov f,
, fl4). Our goal, however, is to find the smallest set of invariants which
f,
algebraically spans the set of all invariants. A linearly independent set of invariants
could still contain algebraically functionally dependent elements which, ideally, we
would like to exclude. For example, does (9) contain elements which are cubically
related? In other words, are there coefficients Aij, Bi, and Cij such that

(11)
ij

[O, 14]

AijfifLl+ ij

EE[O, 14]

BififjL2+ i

CijQj = 0?
[0, 14],jE[0, 10]

This question may also be investigated 'empirically'. For fixed k, we evaluate for m
randomly generated probability distributions f(h), 1 5 h m (not necessarily
spectra since they are not generated by any process over a fixed tree), the 390
quantities f(h)f,(h)Ll[f(h)], J(h)f1(h)L2[f(h)], f(h)Q1[f(h)]. The 390 terms derived
from each probability distribution form one of the m rows of a matrix H (we may
take m = 390). Then Ker (H) represents the set of dependences of a form (11)
among the polynomials L1, L2, Q1,
? ? ?, Q10.
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The results for values of k = 4,
. .,
five non-trivial cubic relations:

20 can be written in terms of the following

(f- f10)Q2+ (f6 -f)Q3
(f8 - [k -

+ f, -f2)Q8 = 0
+ ([k - 11ifo
-f3)Q9 = 0

2]f)Qa3+ (f -f_)4
(fs- f6)Q6+ (f9 -f13)Q8 + (f4- f7)Q10= 0
(12) [k - 21](f•- [k - 2]f2)Q2+ (f -f1)Q3 + ([k - 1]fo-f3)Q7

([k- 21]f-f8)([k- 2]f4-f11,)(L,- L2}+ [k-

+ (f2
-f)(Q5
3](([k 2]f5-f12)

- Q4} = 0

x (Q5+ [k - 2]Q3- [k - 2]2Q2)+ (fio - [k - 2]f6)Q4+ ([k - 2]f, -f8)Q6} = 0.

The discovery of these non-linear dependences allows us to reduce the number of
invariants by five:
L, = [k - 3](f9 +f12 - [k - 2]f5) -fl4

L2= [k- 31(f?o - [k- 21f6)-f14
+•13
Q1= [k - 2]([k - 1]fof6+ 9 -f3f12 -ff7
(13)

-f2f4

-

[k - 3]f3f5)

-f8fil

Q2 =

([k - 1ifo -f3)(f6 -f5) + (f - 2)(f4 -f7)
- 2]f4-f,)
2
Q3 = ([k - 1]fo-f3)(f1o -fg) + (f -f2)([k
Q4 =

[k - 2]([k

-

- [k - 2]f5) + (([k - 2]f4 -f11)([k -

21f, -f8)
+
[k 2]f5) ([k 2]f7 fI,)([k 2]f2 -f8).
lfo -f3)(fg
Q5= [k 2]([k
There are no non-trivial cubic relations (i.e. where each iXje[o,141Aijfif,
Ei;je(O,14]

lifo

-f3)(f12

BijjJ, and Ei[O,14] Cijfiin (11) is not itself an invariant)among the seven

polynomials in (13).
We may go a step further and show in the same way that there are no non-trivial
quartic relations among them. This involves a 1960 x 1960 matrix of rank 1688. It
can be seen that further search for dependencies is limited by the computational size
of the problem.
In the cases k = 2 and k = 3, the set of invariants is sharply reduced. For k = 2
there are no linear invariants, only the two quadratic forms Q2 and L = (f, +f2)(f4 +
f7) - (fo + f3)(f5 +f6). For k = 3, there is one linear invariant f9 + f12 - f5 -f
f13 +
f6, as well as Q1, .. *, Qs.
As mentioned above, the fact that our arare, strictly speaking, only estimated by
the computer program on the basis of a (pseudo)-random sample might seem to
relegate to the realm of conjecture the invariant status of the forms in (13). This is
= (1 - exp ( - IXYI))/k into
not the case, however. Substituting (4), (5) and
(13) proves explicitly that the forms are all invariant. That this latter calculation is
impractical in many cases without the use of symbolic computing does detract from
the certainty of the result.
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The five quadratic forms in (13) are not only invariants, but are true phylogenetic
invariants in that they are non-zero for spectra f calculated according to the
topologies of trees 2 or 3 in Figure 1, and indeed vary with the edge lengths
associated with these trees. The linear forms, however, are each invariant for two of
the three trees and variable with the edge lengths of the third one.

8. The Felsenstein count
Felsenstein (1991) argues that, for k = 4 and the Jukes-Cantor model considered
here, there should be only three independent quadratic invariants. We summarize
his argument as follows.
Consider the 14-dimensional space in which the spectra f are situated. Felsenstein
shows that there are four cubic independent forms which are invariant for all three
trees in Figure 1-i.e. invariant, but not of phylogenetic consequence:
3(1 - 2(f

+f3

+ f2 +)-

+f4)-2(f12

+f6)

2(fl+f13

- (-1 + 4(fo
+f,, +f3 +f4 + f7))(-1 + 4(fo+f12

+ 2(fo + f))2
+f2

+f~ +7f))

(-1 + 4(fo++

3(1 + 2(fo +f4) - 2(fo +f2

+f6)

f13f3+ 6

- 2(fl, +f3 +f,) - 2(f, +f~ + f))2

- (-1 + 4(fo+fo +f2 +4f

f6))(-1 + 4(fo +f, +f3 +4f +f))
(-1 + 4(fo +f

(14) 3(1 +

2(fo +f2)

-

2(fo

+f4 +f6)

- (-1 + 4(fo +fo +f2

f))

-

2(f2

+

+f4 +f6))(-

+f7)

1+

-

2(f

4(fo +f12

+

+ f8))2

+f2

+f

+4

+f5+f))

+f~))

(-1 + 4(fo f +f,+f2 +3 f8))
3(1 + 2(fo +fl) - 2(f3 + f6 + f7) - 2(f2 +f3
-(-1 + 4(fo+f +f13 +f6 +f7))(-l+

+f8)

- 2(f4 5+f +f9))2

4(fo +f +f, + f + f8))
+
(-1 + 4(fo
+f4 + ff5)).
+f-

The f are thus confined to a space of dimension at most 10. The existence of the
two linear invariants further reduces the maximum dimension to 8. Since the edge
lengths of the tree are free to take on values in a subspace of dimension 5, there
should be exactly 8 - 5 = 3 further constraints on the f.
At this point, Felsenstein uses an ingenious technique for interpreting the case
k = 4 in terms of the case k = 2. This enables him to convert the two alternative (i.e.
not independent) quadratic forms of Cavender and Felsenstein (1987), the 'Kinvariant' and 'L-invariant', the first based on the four-point metric property
(Buneman (1974), Dobson (1974)) and the second based on the independence of
events in disjoint regions of a tree:
(15)

K = (f-f)(4•2
L=

t+

(fl

+2

)(f4

-f1) - (f6 - f5)(fo - f3)

)(f7

+ f36)
)(A +
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into quadraticinvariantsfor the more complex case of a four-elementstate space:
K' = (1/3)[(2f4- 2f7 +
- (2f6 - 2f5 +

(16)

+ f10 - f12 - f13)(2f2 - 2f1 +fo 1+f 3 +fO -fi - f9)

- + +f
x (3+fo
f2 +f4+f5 + f f fA

- f-

- f13)

)l

L' = (1/3)[(2f4 + 2f7+ f +f1 + 2f +f12+ f13)(2f2+2f8 + fo + f12
+ f3 +2f14 + f+ +
+
25
f)12
+2fl + 9 + f13)- (2f6 f
x (3fo+

fl+

+ f4 A+
+ f

f2+3f3

+

f7+f

+

fl

1

+

f14)l.

Drolet and Sankoff(1990) had previouslygeneralizedthe four-pointand independence argumentsto obtain K- and L-invariantsfor k-element state spaces. The
second form L' in (16) Felsenstein recognized as identical to the generalized
L-invariantfor k = 4. Nevertheless, the two invariantsin (16) together with the
generalized K-invariant of Drolet and Sankoff in (17) seemed to provide the
predictedremainingthree constraintson the f:
K=
(17)

k2[(fl
- (f

+f4+ f9)(f2

+ f7 +
fl3)(f2

+f7 +fi2)
+f4

+

fi)

- (f ++f)(f
+ (f

+ f)(f3

+"fA

+ f + fio + fl 1 + f13 + f14)

+f5 +8

+
f9 + f 1 +
f12
f14)]

- k[f12 + 9 - (k - 2)fs + (k - 2)f6 - fio -f131

Unfortunately,however, the K' invariantin (16) and the K-invariantin (17) are not
algebraicallyindependent.Indeed, writingboth in terms of the invariantsin (9), for
example, we have

(18)

K = 16{(fo+ f2 +f4 +f5 +f•)(L1- L2) + (f5- 4(L1- L2)

=

f6)L1 - Q2-

Q7+ Q8- Q10}

36K'.

Thus the generalizationof Felsensteinbasicallygives the same resultsas those found
by Drolet and Sankoff, though with a lot less work. The importantpoint for the
presentdiscussionis that Felsenstein'sinventoryof invariantsis now one short. This
might be filled either by an as yet unknownquadraticinvariant,or by some other
type of invariantform. Under the first hypothesis, there must exist two further
algebraicrelationsamongthe invariantsin (13) and, underthe second there must be
three such relations.
9. Furtherwork
Our method is based on a stochasticprocess which can be repeatedlyobserved at a
certain numberof points in time (here, the terminalvertices) so that an unknown
aspect of the process (here, the topology of the tree structure of the time parameter)
may be meaningfully studied as a function of the spectrum, independent of other
aspects of the process (here, the edge lengths and the state of the process elsewhere
than the terminals). Calculating the spectrum to any desired degree of accuracy,
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after choosing the 'uninteresting' parameters (the edge lengths) at random for a
large number of configurations, allows us to accurately estimate the coefficients of
linear, quadratic, etc. forms hypothesized to be invariant with respect to these
parameters. The resulting forms may then be rigorously verified by symbolic
computation.
The difficulties with this method are twofold. One is the quadratic dependence of
computational requirements as a function of the number of possible non-zero
coefficients in the forms sought. The second is the overgeneration of invariants,
combined with the difficulty of finding algebraic dependences among them or
proving their independence.
At this point, a number of problems seem feasible. The Markov generators of
the process could be allowed two or more parameters, and could be asymmetric
(M' $ M). The initial distribution at the root could be non-uniform. The tree could
have more than four terminals.
Evans and Speed (in press) have introduced an exciting new approach to
generating invariants based on the theory of random walks on groups. Sz6kely et al.
(in press) have described a new class of invariants that arises in the recent extension
of the Hendy-Penny 'spectral analysis' from two-state to four-state character
sequences (Steel et al. 1992). It would be instructive to compare the range of
problems these methods handle, and the completeness of the solution, with that
proposed here.
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